INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Over the past few years, high-throughput sequencing, flow and mass cytometry, microfluidics along with other technologies have evolved to the point that the measurements of gene expression and protein levels are now possible at the single-cell resolution ([@B1]), providing an unprecedented opportunity to systematically characterize the cellular heterogeneity within a tissue or cell type. The high-resolution information of cell-type composition has also provided new insights into the cellular heterogeneity in cancer and other diseases ([@B2]). Single-cell data present new challenges for data analysis, and computational methods for addressing such challenges are still under-developed ([@B3]). Here we focus on a common challenge: to infer cell lineage relationships from single-cell gene expression and proteomic data. While several methods have been developed ([@B4]--[@B8]), one common limitation is that the resulting lineage is often sensitive to various factors including measurement error, sample size and the choice of pre-processing methods. However, such sensitivity has not been systematically evaluated.

Ensemble learning is an effective strategy for enhancing prediction accuracy and robustness that is widely used in science and engineering ([@B9],[@B10]). The key idea is to aggregate information from multiple prediction methods or subsamples. This approach has also been applied to unsupervised clustering, where multiple clustering methods are applied to a common dataset and consolidated into a single partition called the consensus clustering ([@B11]).

Here we apply such an ensemble strategy to aggregate information from multiple estimates of lineage trees. We call our method ECLAIR, which stands for [E]{.ul}nsemble [C]{.ul}ell [L]{.ul}ineage [A]{.ul}nalysis with [I]{.ul}mproved [R]{.ul}obustness. We show that ECLAIR improves the overall robustness of lineage estimates and is generally applicable to diverse data-types Moreover, ECLAIR provides a quantitative evaluation of the uncertainty associated with each inferred lineage relationship, providing a guide for further biological validation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

ECLAIR consists in three steps: 1. ensemble generation; 2. consensus clustering and 3. tree combination. An overview of our method is shown in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

![Overview of the ECLAIR method. First, multiple subsamples are randomly drawn from the data. Each subsample is divided into cell clusters with similar gene expression patterns, and a minimum spanning tree is constructed to connect the cell clusters. Next, consensus clustering is constructed by aggregating information from all cell clusters. Finally, a lineage tree connecting the consensus clusters (CC) is constructed by aggregating information from the tree ensemble.](gkw452fig1){#F1}

Ensemble generation {#SEC2-1}
-------------------

Given a dataset, we generate an ensemble of partitions out of a population of *n* cells by subsampling, which can be either uniform or non-uniform. For large sample size, we prefer to use a non-uniform, density-based subsampling strategy in order to enrich for under-represented cell types. Specifically, a local density at each cell is estimated as the number of cells falling within a neighborhood of fixed size in the gene expression space. If the local density is above a maximum threshold value, a cell is sampled with a probability that is inversely proportional to the local density. If the local density is below a minimum threshold value, the cell is discarded to avoid technical artifacts In other situations, the cell is always included. The resulting subsample exhibits a nearly uniform coverage of the gene expression space while removing outliers in the cell population.

Each subsample is divided into clusters with similar gene expression patterns. The specific clustering algorithm is determined by the user and can be selected from *k*-means ([@B12]), affinity propagation ([@B13]) or DBSCAN (Density-based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise) ([@B14]). In practice, we find that *k*-means clustering typically offers a good balance between robustness of the final estimates and computational costs.

For a given clustering solution, a fully connected graph is constructed by connecting every cluster pair, with the edge weight defined as the average Euclidean distance (in the gene expression vector space) between all pairs of cells straddling the two clusters. A minimum spanning tree (MST) is defined as the tree connecting all clusters with minimal total weight. We use Prim\'s algorithm ([@B15]) to identify the MST. Later on, the path length between a pair of cells, x and y, is defined as the minimum number of edges along the a MST path connecting their corresponding clusters, and denoted by L(x,y).

The above clustering and linkage procedure is repeated *M* times, each corresponding to a random subsample. After each iteration, the resulting clusters are expanded to incorporate every cell in the population: each cell that has not been subsampled is assigned to its closest cluster. In the end, each tree in the ensemble provides a specific estimate of the lineage tree for the entire cell population.

Our goals are to aggregate information from the ensemble and to obtain a robust estimate of the lineage tree.

Consensus clustering {#SEC2-2}
--------------------

We start by aggregating the clustering information, searching for a consensus clustering that is on average the most consistent with the different *M* partitions in the ensemble, using a strategy proposed by Strehl and Ghosh ([@B11]). For a population of n cells, the similarity between a pair of clusterings, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Tree combination {#SEC2-3}
----------------

The final step of ECLAIR amounts to constructing a representative tree connecting the consensus clusters (CC). We first construct a fully connected graph $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Tree visualization {#SEC2-4}
------------------

We use the igraph Python package (<http://igraph.org/python/>) to visualize the various trees generated by SPADE ([@B4]) or ECLAIR. To facilitate visualization, we encode the overall gene expression pattern associated with a cell cluster in a particular coloring scheme. Specifically, the raw gene expression pattern is subjected to Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The first three components are rescaled to the \[0, 1\] interval, and together define a unique color in the RGB (red-green-blue) encoding scheme. As such, clusters with similar expression patterns will have similar colors. Besides, the size of each node is scaled according to the number of cells it contains.

Lineage tree comparison and robustness estimation {#SEC2-5}
-------------------------------------------------

When we compare two lineage trees, we need to compare not only their edge connections but also their nodes' (i.e. cell clusters) identities, since the variation associated with subsampling results in different cell clusters. Although there exists a body of literature on graph comparison ([@B16]), we are not aware of any method that takes into account the differences in the nodes' composition. We have therefore developed new metrics that are suitable for comparing lineage trees.

First, we define a metric to compare the overall similarity between two lineage trees: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Second, we define edge-specific dispersion rates to evaluate the robustness of each edge within a lineage tree $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In addition, we provide an alternative uncertainty metric, denoted by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Numerical implementation and software package {#SEC2-6}
---------------------------------------------

ECLAIR is implemented as an open-source Python package, which can be accessed at <https://www.github.com/GGiecold/ECLAIR>. In order to manipulate large datasets, we have made a number of efforts to optimize storage and numerical efficiency, including: a scalable Python module utilizing the HDF5 data structure, a sparse-matrix and streamlined implementation of the Strehl-Ghosh approximation algorithms for consensus clustering, along with scalable and efficient implementations of the affinity propagation and DBSCAN algorithms. All packages are accessible from either the aforementioned Github website or the Python Package Index.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

Reconstruction of cell lineages in mouse embryos {#SEC3-1}
------------------------------------------------

We used ECLAIR to analyze a public quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) dataset, which contains gene expression information for 48 genes in 438 cells isolated from early mouse embryos ([@B17]). Previously, we developed a method called SCUBA (Single-cell Clustering Using Bifurcation Analysis) to reconstruct and experimentally validate the cell lineages based on the temporal information ([@B8]). Here we applied ECLAIR to reanalyze this dataset without using the temporal information. One of the goals is to evaluate if ECLAIR, blinded to any temporal information, estimates a tree consistent with the temporal information in the dataset. The clustering was done by using *k*-means, with *k* set to 11 as suggested by a gap statistics analysis ([@B18]). We generated an ensemble of 50 trees, each obtained from a subsample containing 75% of the total number of cells. As shown in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, the SCUBA and ECLAIR trees have strikingly similar overall structures, and the corresponding nodes have similar gene expression patterns. Similar results were obtained by replacing k-means by either DBSCAN ([@B14]) or affinity propagation ([@B13]) clustering algorithm (Supplementary Figure S1). Taken, together, these results suggest a good accuracy of the ECLAIR algorithm.

![ECLAIR correctly reconstructs the lineage tree in mouse early embryo. (**A**) The lineage tree constructed by SCUBA, based on temporal information in the data. This tree has been experimentally validated. (**B**) The lineage tree constructed by ECLAIR, without using temporal information. The size of each node is proportional to the number of cells in the corresponding cluster. The color of each node indicates the gene expression pattern associated with the corresponding cell cluster. In (B), the edge width is inversely proportional to the estimated dispersion rate.](gkw452fig2){#F2}

ECLAIR is scalable to large dataset analysis {#SEC3-2}
--------------------------------------------

To test the scalability of ECLAIR, we analyzed two larger single-cell gene expression datasets. This first ([@B19]) is a qPCR dataset which consists of expression levels of 33 transcription factors and 9 marker genes among 3934 cells with blood-forming potential. These cells can also be divided into five cell-types: primitive streak (PS), neural plate (NP), head fold (HF), GFP+ four somite (4SG) and Flk1+GFP− (4SFG) cells. As in the previous section, we generated an ensemble of 50 lineage trees each obtained from a density-based subsample. Here we used a 50% down-sampling rate due to the large sample size. We set *k* = 5 to be comparable with the original paper ([@B19]). The resulting ECLAIR analysis tree contains five nodes along a single branch (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

![ECLAIR identifies lineage tree in blood-forming potential cells. The pie-charts represent the cell-type composition of each node using the same color scheme as in ([@B19]). The numbers indicate the labels for each CC.](gkw452fig3){#F3}

To test whether our ECLAIR analysis is consistent with prior biological knowledge, we analyzed the cell-type composition of each CC identified by ECLAIR and compared with the original analysis. We found that our consensus clustering identified similar but more refined structure than the original results. In particular, CC 1 is mainly composed of PS cells but also contains NP and HF cells, similarly to Cluster I in the original paper (Figure [1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"} in ([@B19]) and Supplementary Figure S2a and c in ([@B19])). CC2 is mainly composed of 4SFG cells but also has contributions from PS, HF and NP cells, similar to the upper part of Cluster II in Supplemental Figure S2c in ([@B19]). CC3 is composed HF and 4SFG cells, in accordance with middle part of Cluster II in Supplemental Figure S2c in ([@B19]). CC4 has nearly equal contribution from NP cells, well corresponding to the lower part of Cluster II in Supplemental Figure S2c in ([@B19]). Finally, CC5 is entirely contributed by 4SG cells, well corresponding to Cluster III in the original paper. As such, our ECLAIR analysis correctly recapitulated the cellular hierarchy.

Recently, single-cell RNAseq technologies have been rapidly developed to profile the whole transcriptome at single-cell resolution ([@B1]). To test whether ECLAIR can also be used to analyze single-cell RNAseq data, we analyzed a large dataset consisting of expression levels of 8716 genes in 2730 cells ([@B20]). The high-dimensionality of the data prevents direct application of ECLAIR. To circumvent this difficulty, we reduced the data dimensionality by using a computationally efficient variant of randomized PCA ([@B21]). We retained the top 50 principal components, which accounted for 74% of the total variance and applied ECLAIR to analyze the reduced dataset using the same parameter setting except for changing k to 19 in order to be comparable with the original study.

ECLAIR analysis identified a lineage tree which can be divided into two major branches (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The upper branch (CC1--CC8) recapitulated the progression from early progenitors CC8 to erythroid lineages, whereas the lower branch (CC8--CC19) recapitulated the progression from early progenitors to the myeloid lineages including monocytes, granulocytes and basophils. Close examination of the expression pattern of 33 lineage marker genes (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) identified striking similarity with the clustering patterns in the original paper (Figure [1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"} in ([@B20])). In particular, CC1-3 are associated with Klf1, Gfi1b and Gata1 expression, characteristic of erythroid lineage progenitors, similar to Clusters 1--6 in the original study (Figure [1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"} in ([@B20])). CC4-7 represent transitional states, whereas CC8 is enriched with the early progenitor TF Gata2, which is similar to the C7 population in ([@B20]). CC9-12 are transitional states. CC13-18 are enriched with Cebpa, Mpo and several other myeloid lineage markers and associated with neutrophils, monocytes and eosinophils (similar to Clusters 14--17 in ([@B20])). Taken together, these analyses strongly suggest that our ECLAIR analysis is scalable to analyzing large datasets without losing accuracy.

![Analysis of the single-cell RNAseq data in ([@B20]). (**A**) The lineage tree inferred by ECLAIR. The numbers represent the label for each CC. (**B**) Heatmap showing the expression pattern of 33 lineage markers.](gkw452fig4){#F4}

ECLAIR significantly improves robustness over SPADE {#SEC3-3}
---------------------------------------------------

To evaluate the robustness of ECLAIR, we analyzed a publicly-available mass cytometry dataset ([@B22]), which contains the expression levels of 9 protein markers for 500 000 cells from the mouse hematopoietic system. This dataset was originally used as the basis to develop SPADE ([@B4]), one of the prevalent methods for lineage reconstruction. Despite its wide applications, it has been noted that two independent runs of SPADE often lead to substantially different results. In the latest version, the developers attempted to solve the problem by fixing the value of a random seed for subsampling. However, this simple approach does not resolve the intrinsic problem of variability in the algorithm output.

ECLAIR has a similar model structure compared to SPADE, but uses an ensemble-based approach to improve the estimate robustness. We compared the performance of ECLAIR and SPADE based on the correlation between pairwise path lengths. For each method, we generated 50 trees. Note that each ECLAIR tree itself is obtained by aggregating information from 50 individual lineage trees from subsamples. We set the down-sampling parameter to 50% for both SPADE and ECLAIR. To quantify the reproducibility of each method, we compared the cell-pair path lengths obtained from any pair of the 50 tree estimates (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). For both methods, SPADE and ECLAIR, we obtain independent trees' estimates from non-overlapping subsets of data and graph cell-pair path lengths (see 'Materials and Methods' section for details). It is clear that the distribution is more densely populated near the diagonal for ECLAIR (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) compared to SPADE (Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). For ECLAIR, the correlation coefficient between different pairs of trees varies between 0.73 and 0.94, with a mean of 0.86 and standard deviation of 0.05. For SPADE, the correlation coefficient between different pairs of trees varies from 0.70 and 0.83, with a mean of 0.75 and a standard deviation of 0.03, indicating ECLAIR significantly improves reproducibility.

![Comparison of the reproducibility between ECLAIR (**A** and **B**) and SPADE (**C** and **D**). Each heatmap shows the probability density of the cell-pair path length estimated using two trees obtained from the same method. (A) Two independent runs of ECLAIR on the same training set. (B) Two independent runs of ECLAIR on different training datasets. (C) Two independent runs of SPADE on the same training set. (D) Two Independent runs of SPADE on different training datasets.](gkw452fig5){#F5}

In order to evaluate the robustness with respect to training data differences, we randomly divided the whole cell population into three equal-size non-overlapping subsets, labeled S1, S2 and S3, respectively. For each method, we constructed two lineage trees: one using S1 as the training set, whereas the other using S2 for model training. S3 was reserved as the testing set. Again, we compared the cell-pair path lengths obtained from two different trees from each method, based on cells in the S3 subset.). This procedure was repeated 10 times. The distribution is more densely populated near the diagonal for ECLAIR (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) compared to SPADE (Figure [5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"} for ECLAIR, the correlation between different training sets varies from 0.72 to 0.91, with a mean value of 0.82; whereas for SPADE, the correlation varies between 0.62 and 0.82 with an average value of 0.75. Again, ECLAIR is significantly more reproducible compared to SPADE.

Edge-specific dispersion rate {#SEC3-4}
-----------------------------

In view of the significant variation across the lineage trees obtained from different methods or, as we have shown here, from different training sets even using the same method, it is important to systematically quantify the robustness of different edges and to identify those edges that are the most robust. To this end, we have developed a quantitative metric, called dispersion rate, to evaluate the robustness of each edge in a lineage tree (see 'Materials and Methods' section for detail).

For an ECLAIR tree obtained from the mass cytometry dataset (Supplementary Figure S2A), we estimated the edge-specific dispersion rates as a way to quantify uncertainty. We started by using the inter-ensemble dispersion rate *Ď~ij~*. To this end, we obtained 50 ECLAIR trees, each from a randomly selected subsample containing 50% of the cells. Comparing the structure of two randomly picked ECLAIR trees (Supplementary Figures S2A and B), we find that the edges associated with lower dispersion rates (thicker edges) are conserved between the trees, indicating that the dispersion rate is an informative metric for edge robustness. For comparison, we also show two randomly picked SPADE trees obtained from the same data (Supplementary Figures S2C and D). We see that the overall structure is more variable.
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}{}${\hat D_{ij}}$\end{document}$ and inter-ensemble *Ď~ij~* estimates (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Figure S3). Although the definition and interpretation of these two uncertainty metrics is different, their correlation coefficient estimates is 0.69, indicating substantial agreement of the dispersion rates. In our examples we verified that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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![Correlation between the intra-ensemble and inter-ensemble dispersion rates.](gkw452fig6){#F6}

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS {#SEC4}
===========================

One important goal in single-cell analysis is to map the cellular hierarchy within a cell population. Computational based predictions provide important guide for reconstructing lineage relationships which can then be experimentally tested. On the other hand, it must be recognized that such predictions are often associated with a high degree of uncertainty. Our ECLAIR method provides a systematic way to evaluate the uncertainty associated with lineage reconstruction. By comparing with SPADE, a state-of-the-art method for lineage reconstruction, we show that our method has improved the overall robustness and further quantifies the uncertainty for each predicted lineage relationship. The most reliable link may be prioritized for further experimental validation. We recognize that a number of similar methods have been recently developed ([@B6],[@B7],[@B23]). However, these methods are intended to reorder cells, without inference of multi-lineage relationships, therefore they are not discussed in our study.

Our ECLAIR analysis still does not entirely remove the variation even when using the same training dataset. However, if the ensemble size were set to a much large size, it follows from Cramer\'s theorem that the ECLAIR tree converges to a single solution, although the rate of convergence is slow and at odds with most practical purposes ([@B24]).

To aid with biological interpretation, we have represented the lineage relationship as a tree, as is commonly done. On the other hand, the full graph contains additional useful information, and it is more reproducible than the MST estimate itself (Supplementary Figure S4). The average correlation of graph weights is 0.96, which is much higher than that for the ECLAIR tree path lengths (*R* = 0.86). This is because the tree structure is sensitive to small perturbations of the underlying data (Supplementary Figure S5). The graph structure may be more suitable for comparison of different studies or subpopulations because of its enhanced reproducibility. Nonetheless, the MST approach still provides an intuitive interpretation as sequential events during cell differentiation. As such, ECLAIR provides both representations as model outputs.

Our ECLAIR method has important limitations. As in other similar methods, we assume that gene expression similarity is regulated by lineage similarity. However, this ignores the contributions of other mechanisms such as spatial organizations. As such, we should only view the predicted cell lineages as one possible hypothesis. More comprehensive experimental data are required to more accurately define cell lineage information.
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